PARIS

DC5

Unprecedented hyperscale facility for France.

- Ultra high-density and OCP ready
- Total surface area of 16,000 square meters
- 1.09 PUE
- Private suite starting at 1MW and up to 14MW
- Massive savings both OPEX & CAPEX
Enter a new era with DC5, the hyperscale datacenter designed for massively scalable compute infrastructure.

FACILITY
- Total surface area of 16,000 square meters
- Ultra high-density and OCP ready
- Designed for pre-populated racks
- 15 40-foot container slots

SECURITY
- Internal and External CCTV with complete site coverage
- Biometric scan & RFID badges, Alarms monitored 24x7
- Perimeter protection by electric and Infrared fence System
- Security bollards at building perimeter
- 24x7 remote security monitoring

CONNECTIVITY
- Three major long-haul backbones: Route to London, Frankfurt & Amsterdam at Your Fingertips.
- Securely interconnected with DC2, DC3 and DC4
- Satellite dish zone
- Multiple secured fiber entry points to the site

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
- 1.09 PUE
- Hot aisle containment
- Direct air free-cooling and adiabatic cooling systems
- Compliant ASHRAE TC 9.9

POWER
- 2x24MW of power supply
- 30 Power supply transformers
- 56 UPS
- 30 Diesel Generators with 50 hours run time at full load

SERVICES
- Single tenant private suite starting at 1MW and up to 14MW
- On-site build & storage room
- Secure on-site parking
- Meeting room
- Backup room

LARGE-SCALE COLOCATION
DC5 offers private suite starting at 1MW and up to 14MW on a same floor. Each private suite power capacity can be increased on a MW basis with a delivery period of 3 months guarantee.

Simple, transparent and flexible pricing
- Massive savings both OPEX & CAPEX
- Metered power consumption with a maximum PUE of 1.09
- Rent to real consumption
- Guaranteed price during the contract period
- Three times cheaper than others European datacenters

YOU HAVE A PROJECT OR NEED A QUOTATION?
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